Title: Clarification w.r.t. IIQA submission

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

It is observed that B.Ed.
program has permanent
affiliation status in IIQA and
self declaration whereas in
University affiliation letter, it
is
mentioned as Nonpermanent. Kindly clarify the
discrepancy and specify correct
affiliation status across all
documents.
Please clarify the non-inclusion
of
Bio-chemistry
subject/combination in IIQA
which is mentioned in
University affiliation letter.
It is observed that the name of
institution is mentioned in
AISHE certificate as M.J.
College of I.T. Bhilai whereas in
IIQA and other documents, the
name is mentioned as M.J.
College, Bhilai. Please clarify
the discrepancy. As there is
discrepancy in the name in
AISHE certificate and IIQA, the
institution needs to submit a
request letter / email to AISHE
for changing the name in
AISHE records and AISHE
portal. A copy of that request
letter / email has to be
provided to NAAC. Also the
reply from the AISHE for the
above request should also be
provided to NAAC along with
the existing AISHE certificate.
You are requested to provide
the particular URL for
composition of Officers /
Members for RTI of the
college.
Please provide the NCTE
approval letter for M.Ed.
program also which is valid for
on-going academic year along

1. B.Ed. programme affiliation status corrected as NonPermanent.

2.Biochemistry subject/ combination included in IIQA.

3. The name of college in AISHE portal has been
corrected. The request letter and reply has been attached
with previous AISHE certificate in single pdf.

http://mjcit.in//Files/AISHE_and_Name_correction.pdf

4. Corrected - The URL for composition of
officers/members for RTI of the college has been provided.
http://mjcit.in/Home/Rti_Declaration

5. NCTE approval letter for M.Ed. has been included along
with earlier uploaded documents.

http://mjcit.in//Files/NCTE_Affiliation.pdf
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6.

7.

with all other earlier uploaded
documents.
It is observed that Institution is
offering B.Com (plain) and
B.Com
(Computer
applications) but in IIQA, only
B.Com is mentioned. Please
edit the IIQA and mention all
the programs offered at your
institution in the on-going
academic year as per the
specialisation
for
B.Com
programs.
Please clarify the noninclusion of MCM program in
IIQA which is mentioned on
your institutional website.

6. Corrected- The BCom and BCom with computer
Science has been shown as separate programme.

7. Corrected- MCM programme is now not offered by the
university, The same has been removed from institution
website.

